G&G Wood BAG
PROFESSIONAL MOBILE EXTRACTORS

Professional mobile extractors
for wooden dust
The G&G Wood BAG extractors created by our company are
a great help when it comes to extracting single purposed
woodworking machines, plastic chipsor and cellulose or threaded
dust.
They are great for standalone extracting of powerful CNC
machines and are fit for small woodworking workrooms. Their
sturdy structure guarantees a long lifespan of their functional
parts and the intake of filtrated air from the top of the bag
ensures a flawless performance of the vacuum.

MADE IN CZECH AND SLOVAK COMPANY

G&G Wood BAG-1800
Suction capacity: 1 800 m3/h
Fan pressure: 2 500 Pa
Fan power: 3,0 kW
Filtration area: 4,7 m2
Pipe connection diameter: D200
Flow: top -> down

G&G Wood BAG-3000
Suction capacity: 3 000 m3/h
Fan pressure: 2 500 Pa
Fan power: 4,0 kW
Filtration area: 9,4 m2
Pipe connection diameter: D225
Flow: top -> down
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G&G Wood BAG-5000
Suction capacity: 5 000 m3/h
Fan pressure: 2 500 Pa
Fan power: 7,5 kW
Filtration area: 14,1 m2
Pipe connection diameter: D280
Flow: top -> down

PROFESSIONAL MOBILE EXTRACTORS

G&G Wood BAG-7400
Suction capacity:7 400 m3/h
Fan pressure: 2 500 Pa
Fan power: 11,0 kW
Filtration area: 18,8 m2
Pipe connection diameter: D355
Flow: top -> down
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